I. LEADING STROKES VS. TRAILING STROKES:
When sharpening the beveled side of a knife on a stone, it is very important to understand the difference between a leading stroke and a trailing stroke.

A leading stroke: The cutting edge of the knife leads the body of the knife. It is often referred to as sharpening “into the stone” and is the stroke usually made when the knife is being pushed away. A leading stroke is used for sharpening and leaves a clean edge without a burr.

A trailing stroke: The cutting edge of the knife trails the body of the knife. It is often referred to as sharpening “away from the stone” and is the stroke usually made when the knife is being pulled or drawn back. A trailing stroke is used for honing and often leaves a small burr.

After sharpening the knife with a leading stroke to establish an edge, hone the knife with a trailing stroke frequently – every stroke or two – on the paring surface to keep the edge free of fragments and the burr turned down. For paring soft material like leather, a small burr acts like a serrated knife and is quite effective.

II. STRAIGHT CUTS VS. SKEW CUTS:
Some excellent diagrams in Leonard Lee’s book on “Sharpening” (The Taunton Press, Newtown, CT, 1995) are very helpful in understanding the importance of a skew cut as opposed to a straight cut. A skew cut, where the cutting edge is at a 45 degree angle to the cutting path, effectively reduces the included angle, which in turn reduces the stress field encountered in cutting. The skew cut principle applies in paring leather whether an English, French, or German shape of knife is being used. It also applies regardless of the paring method, i.e. whether a parallel or a perpendicular position is being employed.

The two golden rules for paring leather are:
1. Keep the angle of elevation as low as possible. The lower the angle of elevation off of the surface, the easier it is to cut because the field of stress is less. This is one of the reasons that bookbinders’ spoke shaves are modified, and their paring knives are hollow ground.
2. Keep the angle of the cutting edge at a 45 degrees, or less, to the direction traveled. This skewing of the knife reduces the resistance and results in a smoother cut.
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